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Well - What a Year That Was! 
 
A Review of the Year 2020-21 
 
As the school year comes to an end it a good moment to reflect on how things went. It is as true for the school’s 
Governing Board as for anyone and any other body - 2020-21 was, if nothing else, weird! Scrutinising exam 
results when there weren’t any. Holding meetings when we could no longer meet. Overseeing the work of staff 
whom we could only talk to over the internet or ‘phone, knowing that for much of the time their teaching and 
other labours had been carried our remotely too. 
 
But like the rest of society, the DGSB Governing Board (GB) got on with it as best it could. We used Zoom and 
other platforms to meet regularly with school staff and each other. Seven of our eight main meetings across the 
year were held remotely. We adapted quickly and well to new ways of working. Attendance at meetings 
remained good; you can track this if you want to. Clearly a priority for us was to seek assurances from the school 
that the pandemic was being managed effectively so that both children and staff would be kept safe. At the 
same time, we both challenged and supported the work of the school to keep our bright and able pupils moving 
forward with their studies. The results speak for themselves - minuscule incidence of the virus and reasonably 
limited occasions of having to bring into play isolation arrangements. Governors believe this is testimony to the 
robust and clear plans made by the headteacher and his staff and the rigour with which those plans have been 
implemented, sometimes in the teeth of a lack of clarity from other authorities, including the government. In 
addition, the feedback that we get from pupils and parents is that programmes of learning, be they online or 
face-face, have avoided the loss of momentum that was our anxiety and have paved the way to a successful re-
opening of the school for business as normal. 
 
The GB has tried to keep itself relevant and updated, including through its recruitment and membership. We 
have recently added perspectives such as that of higher education, other secondary schools and from business 
management in other learning establishments. With a core team of ten governors assisted by the work of three 
associates, we cover most of the skill areas a GB needs. Although we are never complacent and always interested 
to hear from others who might wish to join or assist us - for example from the world of business or commerce. 
 
Looking back across our work programme this year, despite the pandemic we have managed to fulfil our key 
responsibilities. We have closely monitored the use of public funds, scrutinising what has been spent and how 
the school has prepared for the (imminent) move to a wholly new set of buildings. We have probed how effective 
teaching has been, receiving presentations from members of staff and seeking reports from what the students 
have to say about their education at DGSB. We have spent time talking to others as well as amongst ourselves 
as to the ways we wish to school to be even better than it is now, and we have looked closely and regularly at 
the framework of policies that govern how staff go about their business. Compliance with national edicts - like 
how data is managed and stored through to the guidelines given for coping with the virus - have provided the 
backdrop for the questions we ask the school and the expectations we have of our staff. 
 
Frankly, the upshot is that we are a proud and grateful bunch of governors. Proud that our school is on an 
upward trajectory of improvement: results continue to get better; staff and students tell us they are happier 
about their schooling; and parents let us know that in the main they are very pleased with the school to which 
they send their sons and daughters. Naturally, there are occasional exceptions and we sometimes become 
involved in helping the school deal with an issue or a concern that has been raised. But thankfully, these are very 
few in number and usually successfully resolved. All that moving in the right direction means we are grateful. 
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Grateful that our boys and older students engage so well with the educational and social fare laid before them. 
Grateful to our staff for the exceptional efforts they have made this year to help pupils succeed. And grateful 
too to their parents for the wonderful partnership that binds us in helping prepare society’s future citizens - and 
leaders.  
 
But we are not complacent and strive always for doing even better - both as a school but also as a Governing 
Board. We welcome feedback from everyone. Lives are likely to return shortly to busy schedules and competing 
claims on people’s time, but one idea mooted is to stage a meeting between members of the GB and those 
parents who would welcome such an opportunity. If you think this is a good idea - or have an even better one - 
let me as Chair know via my contact details from the school. 
 
Governors wish those leaving DGSB at summer 2021 and their families every success in moving forward. Equally, 
we cannot wait for the new academic year to start, a momentous year when we move after so long into our new 
and wonderful buildings. 
 
Thank you for your support. It is so welcome and necessary! 
 
Les Craggs 
 
Chair of Governors 

 

 

 

 

 

 


